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It took a long while for Hector to understand that Leon wouldn't attack him
with magic no matter what . Even though using feints wasn't a bad thing per
se, Leon wanted to learn how to fight using a weapon and not mess with the

opponent's mind . So, he stopped doing that, not because the audience was
looking at him reproachfully .

Despite the obvious differences in strength, Leon still could block Hector's
attacks… at least when he used his lance . When he used his shield, the only
thing Leon could do was to rely on his Mana Armor to deny the damage, but
his skill didn't stop Hector from pushing him back . In the end, Leon didn't
have the chance to land a single clean hit .

"That was refreshing . " Hector smiled .

Eventually, Leon also sparred with Sasha and Amanda, but he didn't manage
to do anything against them either . Sasha was weaker than Betty, but she
knew how to mess with Leon's movements . Thanks to that, she hit Leon
even more than Hector . As for Amanda, Leon had an even harder time
against her since she was constantly on the offense while moving in order to
keep her distance from the target .



"That is the price for relying too much on magic… I'm a joke when I can't use
it . "

Despite that, Leon was quite satisfied because he was an acquiring
experience . Having a hard time sparring with his friends meant that he had
room to grow .

The next day, Leon sparred against Gisela and Lennart . Gisela wasn't that
fast with her greatsword, but blocking wasn't an option . So, the only thing
Leon could do was to run away . Against Lennart, they practiced their magic
attacks, so there was no need for melee weapons . Surprisingly, Lennart
didn't only use his famous Freeze Mist but also used Ice Bullets . However,
Leon blocked his attacks using earth magic . Sealing the mist inside an earth
box and just blocking the bullets with some earth .
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"Did your sister teach you that?" Leon asked .

"Yes, I understand that sometimes I won't face many enemies," Lennart
answered . "So, that is why I learned, and I'm learning single target spells . "

Since Lennart most fought alongside his friends, he didn't learn any defensive
spells . However, Leon taught him Mana Armor; they could hit each other
several times before things could get dangerous . Leon thought that only



Amanda could hurt him with spells, but Lennart attacks were even more
powerful . Thanks to that, his Mana Armor was leveling up a lot .

Regardless, from that day onward, everyone sparred against everyone on a
daily basis . Lennart only practiced using magic, so Leon was the weakest of
them in terms of physical power . But once again, that wasn't something that
bothered . Recalling his first days on the island, Leon knew that the baby

steps would take him far . Besides, just like his friends were learning magic a
lot faster thanks to him, he was getting stronger physically a lot faster thanks
to them .

While by night, Leon was obtaining combat experience, by the day he was
increasing his speed and stamina while trying to learn the Seal spell . Like
always, time was something Leon couldn't afford to lose . So, he decided to
increase the efficiency of his training . Try to do that while trying to learn a
dangerous spell like Seal was a bad idea, but it wasn't when the question was
to increase his speed and stamina . So, to increase his speed as soon as
possible, Leon decided to run while carrying weights on his legs and arms .

"I cannot let anyone see me training like an anime character… Betty and

Hector would mock me for days . "

Still, that was kind of hard to do since Gisela didn't have a job per se in Las
Vegas, and she spent most of her time training, and Lennart was always with
her… at least they weren't the type to talk about others behind their backs .
Rather than that, when Gisela saw that Leon was indeed getting faster thanks

to that type of training, she requested the same weights .
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If his physical training was progressing, the process of learning Seal wasn't .
After a few days, Leon noticed that he couldn't cover the body of the monster
if he imprisons them with his steel . In the end, Leon had to knock the desert
wolf down before removing the steel and practicing .

As expected, it wasn't something easy to do . Even though he covered his
own body with mana, it wasn't the same thing cover another body with his
own mana . He had to concentrate for quite a while before finally managing
to cover the monster's body with his mana . Even so, the process hadn't been
perfect . While he tried to cover the creature's body, some parts of the mana
layer were thicker . Besides, if he doesn't control all the mana with care, the
energy would dissipate . Regardless, nothing happened since the process was
far from perfection .

"Well, just like always… I have to keep practicing until I master the

technique . "

Health: 86+

Mana: 1959 +

Stamina: 91 +
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Strength: 73 +

Dexterity: 10 +

Speed: 49 +

Intelligence: 320 +

Endurance: 89 +

Control: 119 +

Mentality: 97 +

Luck: 01 +

Recovery: 600 +

Willpower: 75 +

Coins: 54123652

Status: 00



Skill List

Active Skills: Water Bullet Lv 14, Ice Bullet Lv 11, Wind Bullet Lv 13,
Fire Bullet Lv 22, Earth Bullet Lv 9, Mana Armor Lv 21, Mana Shield Lv

11, Mana Dominion Lv 28,War Cry Lv 30, Cure Burns Lv 11, Heal Lv 13,
Regeneration Lv 04, Summon Zombie Lv 18, Full-Recover Lv 01,

Passive Skills:Meditation Lv 55, Swordmanship Lv 16, Sleep Resistance Lv
25, Thunder Resistance Lv 14, Earth Resistance Lv 04,

It took a long while for Hector to understand that Leon wouldnt attack him
with magic no matter what . Even though using feints wasnt a bad thing per se,
Leon wanted to learn how to fight using a weapon and not mess with the
opponents mind . So, he stopped doing that, not because the audience was
looking at him reproachfully .

Despite the obvious differences in strength, Leon still could block Hectors
attacks… at least when he used his lance . When he used his shield, the only
thing Leon could do was to rely on his Mana Armor to deny the damage, but
his skill didnt stop Hector from pushing him back . In the end, Leon didnt
have the chance to land a single clean hit .

That was refreshing . Hector smiled .

Eventually, Leon also sparred with Sasha and Amanda, but he didnt manage
to do anything against them either . Sasha was weaker than Betty, but she
knew how to mess with Leons movements . Thanks to that, she hit Leon even
more than Hector . As for Amanda, Leon had an even harder time against her
since she was constantly on the offense while moving in order to keep her
distance from the target .



That is the price for relying too much on magic… Im a joke when I cant use
it .

Despite that, Leon was quite satisfied because he was an acquiring
experience . Having a hard time sparring with his friends meant that he had
room to grow .

The next day, Leon sparred against Gisela and Lennart . Gisela wasnt that fast
with her greatsword, but blocking wasnt an option . So, the only thing Leon
could do was to run away . Against Lennart, they practiced their magic
attacks, so there was no need for melee weapons . Surprisingly, Lennart didnt
only use his famous Freeze Mist but also used Ice Bullets . However, Leon
blocked his attacks using earth magic . Sealing the mist inside an earth box
and just blocking the bullets with some earth .

Did your sister teach you that? Leon asked .

Yes, I understand that sometimes I wont face many enemies, Lennart
answered . So, that is why I learned, and Im learning single target spells .

Since Lennart most fought alongside his friends, he didnt learn any defensive
spells . However, Leon taught him Mana Armor; they could hit each other
several times before things could get dangerous . Leon thought that only
Amanda could hurt him with spells, but Lennart attacks were even more
powerful . Thanks to that, his Mana Armor was leveling up a lot .

Regardless, from that day onward, everyone sparred against everyone on a
daily basis . Lennart only practiced using magic, so Leon was the weakest of
them in terms of physical power . But once again, that wasnt something that



bothered . Recalling his first days on the island, Leon knew that the baby

steps would take him far . Besides, just like his friends were learning magic a
lot faster thanks to him, he was getting stronger physically a lot faster thanks
to them .

While by night, Leon was obtaining combat experience, by the day he was
increasing his speed and stamina while trying to learn the Seal spell . Like
always, time was something Leon couldnt afford to lose . So, he decided to
increase the efficiency of his training . Try to do that while trying to learn a
dangerous spell like Seal was a bad idea, but it wasnt when the question was
to increase his speed and stamina . So, to increase his speed as soon as
possible, Leon decided to run while carrying weights on his legs and arms .

I cannot let anyone see me training like an anime character… Betty and
Hector would mock me for days .

Still, that was kind of hard to do since Gisela didnt have a job per se in Las
Vegas, and she spent most of her time training, and Lennart was always with
her… at least they werent the type to talk about others behind their backs .
Rather than that, when Gisela saw that Leon was indeed getting faster thanks

to that type of training, she requested the same weights .

If his physical training was progressing, the process of learning Seal wasnt .
After a few days, Leon noticed that he couldnt cover the body of the monster
if he imprisons them with his steel . In the end, Leon had to knock the desert
wolf down before removing the steel and practicing .

As expected, it wasnt something easy to do . Even though he covered his own
body with mana, it wasnt the same thing cover another body with his own
mana . He had to concentrate for quite a while before finally managing to



cover the monsters body with his mana . Even so, the process hadnt been
perfect . While he tried to cover the creatures body, some parts of the mana
layer were thicker . Besides, if he doesnt control all the mana with care, the
energy would dissipate . Regardless, nothing happened since the process was
far from perfection .

Well, just like always… I have to keep practicing until I master the

technique .

Health: 86+

Mana: 1959 +

Stamina: 91 +

Strength: 73 +

Dexterity: 10 +

Speed: 49 +

Intelligence: 320 +

Endurance: 89 +

Control: 119 +



Mentality: 97 +

Luck: 01 +

Recovery: 600 +

Willpower: 75 +

Coins: 54123652

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Water Bullet Lv 14, Ice Bullet Lv 11, Wind Bullet Lv 13,
Fire Bullet Lv 22, Earth Bullet Lv 9, Mana Armor Lv 21, Mana Shield Lv

11, Mana Dominion Lv 28,War Cry Lv 30, Cure Burns Lv 11, Heal Lv 13,
Regeneration Lv 04, Summon Zombie Lv 18, Full-Recover Lv 01,

Passive Skills:Meditation Lv 55, Swordmanship Lv 16, Sleep Resistance Lv
25, Thunder Resistance Lv 14, Earth Resistance Lv 04,
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A few days passed while Leon was training with his friends and trying to
learn the Seal spell . On a random day, a few of his acquaintances called him;
the first one had been Sarah .

"Hello, it's been a long time . Are you busy at the moment?"

"No, I'm more or less free now," Leon said and then decided to stop his daily
practice to learn Seal .

"Well, I just contacted you to inform you that the nations of Africa became

our allies . We negotiated with them and then accepted the alliance when we

sent a few water mages and some magic weapons to help them in the battle
against fire monsters . "

"So, until now, they had difficulty against that type of enemy?" Leon asked .

"Yes, just like in North Europe, you found several types of ice monsters, and
in Brazil, you found several insect-like monsters, the Africans had a lot of
dungeons which spawn fire monsters . "

"I see…" Leon rubbed his chin .

It looked like Leon could be of some use there and put his amulet and ice
magic to good use there… if he had time, which he didn't .
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"By the way, I heard that you regenerated your limbs and healed Gisela's
eyes . Congratulations . "

"So, do you want to send some people over for me to heal?" Leon asked .

"Is that obvious?"

"Yes, but don't worry, you don't have to be so roundabout about such a thing,
it's not really a problem," Leon said . "Still, you must warn anyone injured
who wants to see their bodies back to normal . It's isn't a painless process, I
don't think the spell can actually fail, but at worst, those who I heal will end
up unconscious for a few days . "

"I see, thank you very much for your understanding . I will inform the people

about the pain… Changing the subject, the engineers who are trying to
replicate the choppers finally discovered a few things . Even though they are
more or less understanding of how the engine can absorb mana, it's
impossible to replicate because the engine is made of an unknown metal . "

"I see… so it's not only alien technology but the metal used to create the
engine is also from another world . " Leon rubbed his chin . "Still, that took
quite a while for you guys to notice that . "

"Well, the appearance and texture of the engine looked like regular steel, but
after doing some tests, we concluded it wasn't the same . The metal is much
more resilient and lighter . "
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"Is that so… it looks like a good substance to make armors and weapons of .
" Leon said .

"Do you think you can replicate it?"

"I don't know; I trained to make only steel because I think it would be enough
for my personal use," Leon answered . "I have one of those choppers so I can
try to replicate, but right now, my hands are full since I'm trying to make

magic items . "

"So, you are finally studying that ring? Well, I wish you luck with that . No
pressure, but we are looking forward to you solving the mystery behind it . If
we could mass-produce magic items, we would be able to do a lot more
things by ourselves . "

"I'm aware of it, but just like everything else when it comes to magic, I won't
learn overnight," Leon said .

"I understand . "

After that, the call ended, and Leon resumed his practice . But soon after, he
received another call, this time from Yuki .
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"Did something happen?" Leon asked .

"Can't I call you without needing your help for something?"

"You didn't call until now, so I thought you wouldn't unless something big
happen," Leon said .

"I called you… I invited you and your friends to my coronation . But I heard
you were busy saving lives in Brazil . "

"Bad timing, huh," Leon said . "Well, congratulations on your promotion .
Once I learn my new trick, I will send my gift . "

"It wasn't my birthday, so you don't have to send gifts… anyway, it was just
a big ceremony and festival . Knowing you, you would refuse and spend the
time in your basement doing your shady things . "

"So, you already heard about it," Leon said, impressed . "We just train here,
nothing more . "

"I suspected as much . Well, I also called you to inform you that the survivors

in Australia accepted to become our allies . "

"Finally, huh," Leon said . "It took quite a while, did you run into some
problems with them?"



"Not at all, we had an amicable relationship with them . They just took a
while to accept the alliance for the sake of appearances; they had no reason to
refuse it since so many nations are already working together . They had no
choice but to pretend that they were thinking about it because, until now, they
managed to survive on their own . The leaders there would appear weak if
they accepted the proposal so readily, the population wouldn't like that . "

"Yeah, I can imagine that . " Leon nodded . "Anyway, now we just have to

negotiate with China and India . "

"Yeah, but it won't be easy . For the time being, they are busying hunting in
the dungeons the Russians can't watch, so they are not doing anything against
Japan . However, even with the things, you may offer to them like teaching

basic magic and Heal . I doubt that they will become allies that easily . "

"Why do you think so?" Leon frowned .

"You know that India and China had a big population in the past, right? They

lost a lot of lives, but they still had many . According to our alliance
estimations, we have two million soldiers and fifteen million citizens . The
Indians have two times more than that and the Chinese four . "

A few days passed while Leon was training with his friends and trying to
learn the Seal spell . On a random day, a few of his acquaintances called him;
the first one had been Sarah .

Hello, its been a long time . Are you busy at the moment?



No, Im more or less free now, Leon said and then decided to stop his daily
practice to learn Seal .

Well, I just contacted you to inform you that the nations of Africa became our

allies . We negotiated with them and then accepted the alliance when we sent

a few water mages and some magic weapons to help them in the battle against
fire monsters .

So, until now, they had difficulty against that type of enemy? Leon asked .

Yes, just like in North Europe, you found several types of ice monsters, and
in Brazil, you found several insect-like monsters, the Africans had a lot of
dungeons which spawn fire monsters .

I see… Leon rubbed his chin .

It looked like Leon could be of some use there and put his amulet and ice
magic to good use there… if he had time, which he didnt .

By the way, I heard that you regenerated your limbs and healed Giselas eyes .
Congratulations .

So, do you want to send some people over for me to heal? Leon asked .

Is that obvious?

Yes, but dont worry, you dont have to be so roundabout about such a thing,
its not really a problem, Leon said . Still, you must warn anyone injured who
wants to see their bodies back to normal . Its isnt a painless process, I dont



think the spell can actually fail, but at worst, those who I heal will end up
unconscious for a few days .

I see, thank you very much for your understanding . I will inform the people

about the pain… Changing the subject, the engineers who are trying to
replicate the choppers finally discovered a few things . Even though they are
more or less understanding of how the engine can absorb mana, its impossible
to replicate because the engine is made of an unknown metal .

I see… so its not only alien technology but the metal used to create the engine
is also from another world . Leon rubbed his chin . Still, that took quite a
while for you guys to notice that .

Well, the appearance and texture of the engine looked like regular steel, but
after doing some tests, we concluded it wasnt the same . The metal is much
more resilient and lighter .

Is that so… it looks like a good substance to make armors and weapons of .
Leon said .

Do you think you can replicate it?

I dont know; I trained to make only steel because I think it would be enough
for my personal use, Leon answered . I have one of those choppers so I can
try to replicate, but right now, my hands are full since Im trying to make

magic items .

So, you are finally studying that ring? Well, I wish you luck with that . No
pressure, but we are looking forward to you solving the mystery behind it . If



we could mass-produce magic items, we would be able to do a lot more
things by ourselves .

Im aware of it, but just like everything else when it comes to magic, I wont
learn overnight, Leon said .

I understand .

After that, the call ended, and Leon resumed his practice . But soon after, he
received another call, this time from Yuki .

Did something happen? Leon asked .

Cant I call you without needing your help for something?

You didnt call until now, so I thought you wouldnt unless something big
happen, Leon said .

I called you… I invited you and your friends to my coronation . But I heard
you were busy saving lives in Brazil .

Bad timing, huh, Leon said . Well, congratulations on your promotion . Once
I learn my new trick, I will send my gift .

It wasnt my birthday, so you dont have to send gifts… anyway, it was just a
big ceremony and festival . Knowing you, you would refuse and spend the
time in your basement doing your shady things .



So, you already heard about it, Leon said, impressed . We just train here,
nothing more .

I suspected as much . Well, I also called you to inform you that the survivors

in Australia accepted to become our allies .

Finally, huh, Leon said . It took quite a while, did you run into some
problems with them?

Not at all, we had an amicable relationship with them . They just took a while
to accept the alliance for the sake of appearances; they had no reason to refuse
it since so many nations are already working together . They had no choice
but to pretend that they were thinking about it because, until now, they
managed to survive on their own . The leaders there would appear weak if
they accepted the proposal so readily, the population wouldnt like that .

Yeah, I can imagine that . Leon nodded . Anyway, now we just have to

negotiate with China and India .

Yeah, but it wont be easy . For the time being, they are busying hunting in the
dungeons the Russians cant watch, so they are not doing anything against
Japan . However, even with the things, you may offer to them like teaching

basic magic and Heal . I doubt that they will become allies that easily .

Why do you think so? Leon frowned .

You know that India and China had a big population in the past, right? They

lost a lot of lives, but they still had many . According to our alliance



estimations, we have two million soldiers and fifteen million citizens . The
Indians have two times more than that and the Chinese four .
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When Leon heard that, he couldn't help but frown . It was shocking that India
and China combined had six times more survivors than the rest of the world .
It wouldn't be weird if they had a few individuals like Leon, who managed to
learn by magic by themselves over the course of the last years . Although they
were using the dungeons the Russians couldn't watch, they weren't causing
trouble to his allies . So, there was no need to hurry up and negotiate with
them .

"What else do you know about them?" Leon asked .

"Unfortunately, we don't have all that much information… even though their

population is numerous, infiltrate and spy their countries isn't easy . Most of

the allied nations already lost several spies to them . "

"I see… have they tried to negotiate in some moment?" Leon asked .

"To two nations negotiate, they must be on equal grounds economically and
military . Only the Russians managed to negotiate a few times with the

Indians, but not with China . "
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Leon sighed, it would be hard to negotiate with them since they had the

numerical advantage, and since that they had the confidence in surviving by
themselves . In any case, Leon couldn't leave them alone, even though they
had bigger numbers . It was too dangerous to leave any blind spots when the
subject was making all the survivors in the world work together . Sarah
already informed the other nations about the monsters who gave William,
Sanchez and Alisson, powerful magic items, technology, and even knowledge
on how to produce magic items to some extent . If they are not careful, that
creature will do the same again, and this time it would lure the Indians or the
Chinese with sweet words for a trap… the result would be disastrous .

"Well, if something changes, just call me," Leon said . "I want to stay focused
on learning my new trick, but I will stop to help my friends if they need a
hand . "

"I understand, Mister Shounen Protagonist . "

After hearing Yuki laughing, the call ended . Leon sighed, he was a bit too
old to act like a kid who says the word friend in every sentence, but he
couldn't help it . The world became a place which he could travel in just a
few days, yet he couldn't solve all the problems by himself . So, he had to
rely on his friends to help him as much as possible . Leon was trying to have
as many allies as possible, but he couldn't trust in all of them . The only thing
he could do was to keep safe those who deserved his trust .
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"I guess Heal won't be enough to turn India and China into allies… I should

hurry and learn this technique already . "

Leon was still on the first stage of the process of learning how to create magic
items, but since he already knew what he had to learn, it was only a matter of
time before he obtains that power . Although Leon's offensive capabilities
stopped growing a little bit in the past months for the sake of learning utility
spells, he didn't feel all that bad about it because he was looking forward to
the items he would create . Leon barely could contain his excitement
imagining what kind of effects a ring which he seals the soul of T-Rex would
have .

"The possibilities are endless, but everything starts once I learn the spell . "

Two weeks passed since then, Leon and his friends already got used to the
weight of the steel weapons, so they asked for heavy ones . Although Leon
had planned to let them rest their muscles for one week, he ended up creating
the new weapons since they were so eager for them . It was all because their
strength increase by ten points in just a few weeks, and that was something
that only happened a long time ago .
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Around the time Leon upgraded the steel weapons, he finally managed to
create an even layer above the test subject number three's skin . Unfortunately,
two desert wolves died while Leon was practicing since they refused his food
and water… it was kind of weird seeing a monster dying of thirst because it
was too prideful to receive water from a human . Either way, despite the
success, nothing happened probably because Leon was too slow in creating

the layer of mana .

"Well, it doesn't matter . Progress is progress . "

Leon thought it would take a few weeks before he could cover a body with his
mana fast enough, but it only took him a few days . He just sent his mana as
if he was filling a small cup with water . In his body, he had a massive torrent
of mana, but by controlling that torrent and emitting it at the same pace, he
managed to do it as fast as the time he emitted his mana to learn Mana
Armor . Still… nothing happened .

"I'm making a mistake somewhere again…"

Leon tried to move the desert wolf spirit, but once he did it, his mana
dispersed . As expected, just covering a beast's body with mana wasn't
enough .

"I must do something else… I must become something else… I always

wanted to say that, hehe . "

Putting the silly jokes aside, Leon was pretty sure that he didn't do anything
wrong, he just needed to do something more… something like fusing his

mana with the monster's mana .



"Now that I think about it when I sucked the mana of the cursed ring, it lost its
powers . So,Mana-Eater absorbed the spirit of which was put in the ring… so

mana and spirit are directly related . I can't just cover the target's body with
mana; I also have to touch their energy . "

When Leon heard that, he couldnt help but frown . It was shocking that India
and China combined had six times more survivors than the rest of the world .
It wouldnt be weird if they had a few individuals like Leon, who managed to
learn by magic by themselves over the course of the last years . Although they
were using the dungeons the Russians couldnt watch, they werent causing
trouble to his allies . So, there was no need to hurry up and negotiate with
them .

What else do you know about them? Leon asked .

Unfortunately, we dont have all that much information… even though their

population is numerous, infiltrate and spy their countries isnt easy . Most of

the allied nations already lost several spies to them .

I see… have they tried to negotiate in some moment? Leon asked .

To two nations negotiate, they must be on equal grounds economically and
military . Only the Russians managed to negotiate a few times with the

Indians, but not with China .

Leon sighed, it would be hard to negotiate with them since they had the

numerical advantage, and since that they had the confidence in surviving by
themselves . In any case, Leon couldnt leave them alone, even though they
had bigger numbers . It was too dangerous to leave any blind spots when the



subject was making all the survivors in the world work together . Sarah
already informed the other nations about the monsters who gave William,
Sanchez and Alisson, powerful magic items, technology, and even knowledge
on how to produce magic items to some extent . If they are not careful, that
creature will do the same again, and this time it would lure the Indians or the
Chinese with sweet words for a trap… the result would be disastrous .

Well, if something changes, just call me, Leon said . I want to stay focused
on learning my new trick, but I will stop to help my friends if they need a
hand .

I understand, Mister Shounen Protagonist .

After hearing Yuki laughing, the call ended . Leon sighed, he was a bit too
old to act like a kid who says the word friend in every sentence, but he
couldnt help it . The world became a place which he could travel in just a few
days, yet he couldnt solve all the problems by himself . So, he had to rely on
his friends to help him as much as possible . Leon was trying to have as many
allies as possible, but he couldnt trust in all of them . The only thing he could
do was to keep safe those who deserved his trust .

I guess Heal wont be enough to turn India and China into allies… I should
hurry and learn this technique already .

Leon was still on the first stage of the process of learning how to create magic
items, but since he already knew what he had to learn, it was only a matter of
time before he obtains that power . Although Leons offensive capabilities
stopped growing a little bit in the past months for the sake of learning utility
spells, he didnt feel all that bad about it because he was looking forward to
the items he would create . Leon barely could contain his excitement



imagining what kind of effects a ring which he seals the soul of T-Rex would
have .

The possibilities are endless, but everything starts once I learn the spell .

Two weeks passed since then, Leon and his friends already got used to the
weight of the steel weapons, so they asked for heavy ones . Although Leon
had planned to let them rest their muscles for one week, he ended up creating
the new weapons since they were so eager for them . It was all because their
strength increase by ten points in just a few weeks, and that was something
that only happened a long time ago .

Around the time Leon upgraded the steel weapons, he finally managed to
create an even layer above the test subject number threes skin . Unfortunately,
two desert wolves died while Leon was practicing since they refused his food
and water… it was kind of weird seeing a monster dying of thirst because it
was too prideful to receive water from a human . Either way, despite the
success, nothing happened probably because Leon was too slow in creating

the layer of mana .

Well, it doesnt matter . Progress is progress .

Leon thought it would take a few weeks before he could cover a body with his
mana fast enough, but it only took him a few days . He just sent his mana as
if he was filling a small cup with water . In his body, he had a massive torrent
of mana, but by controlling that torrent and emitting it at the same pace, he
managed to do it as fast as the time he emitted his mana to learn Mana
Armor . Still… nothing happened .

Im making a mistake somewhere again…



Leon tried to move the desert wolf spirit, but once he did it, his mana
dispersed . As expected, just covering a beasts body with mana wasnt
enough .

I must do something else… I must become something else… I always wanted
to say that, hehe .

Putting the silly jokes aside, Leon was pretty sure that he didnt do anything
wrong, he just needed to do something more… something like fusing his

mana with the monsters mana .

Now that I think about it when I sucked the mana of the cursed ring, it lost its
powers . So,Mana-Eater absorbed the spirit of which was put in the ring… so

mana and spirit are directly related . I cant just cover the targets body with
mana; I also have to touch their energy .

Novel Chapter 194
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It took a while for Leon to understand how he should touch the target's spirit
with his mana . As if just passing a soul to an object wasn't unpleasant
enough, he kind of had to torture the target's spirit a little bit… he had to

make his mana pierce the desert wolf skin in several parts before he could
begin to feel that he was pulling the monster's spirit to the outside of its
body . Just the theory was bone-chilling, but the practice was even more
unpleasant . The more Leon tried to force, the more pain the desert wolf felt .
It was hard to be certain, but it looked like the monster felt the same pain as
when Leon regenerated his limbs . In the end, Leon tried too much, the skill
failed, and the beast died .



"I have to pierce its skin in maybe dozen of places in order to pull a monster's
spirit… this will be hard… I need a break . "

Monsters were the enemies of all humans . Still, Leon wasn't fighting; he was
using monsters as test subjects . He wanted to increase the chances of his
friends and human survival, but that didn't make things less unpleasant .

Leon was spending too much time in the training arena . He was still teaching
the survivors how to heal wounds, but that only granted him two hours under

the light of the sun . Ultimately, he had even been skipping meals just to
progress a little bit faster . It was 11:00 AM when Leon arrived in the

garden . There he saw his friends relaxing a little, even though they were
eager to grow stronger, they knew the importance of taking a break, unlike
Leon .
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Sasha and Betty were playing with Maya while Gisela was taking a sunbath .
It looked like Lennart didn't know the importance of relaxing now and then

either, but he was meditating under a beach umbrella… even though there

was no beach nearby .

"Look who has appeared… why did the mad scientist leave the basement so

early?" Betty asked .

"Ha-ha, very funny," Leon said . "Where are Amanda and Hector?"



"They are receiving some resources in the Central Plaza," Sasha answered .
"Are you struggling in the process of learning your new spell?"
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"No, I'm progressing quite a bit," Leon explained . "But, I'm struggling with

my conscience . "

Controlling his mana while it was outside his body was becoming easy, so in
a few days, Leon was sure that he would learn the spell . The only problem
was that he was feeling like he was a bit too ruthless practicing that on
monsters whenever possible . Not only that, once he learns the spell, Leon
was also quite sure he would have to use it hundred of times before it offers
decent effects . So… he would have to use even more guinea pigs .

"Well, don't worry about it too much . " Leon forced a smile . "I'm going to

enjoy the weather a little bit and take a nap before resuming my practice . "
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"Try not to overwork yourself," Sasha said .



It was spring, and despite that time of the day, it wasn't that hot . So, Leon
decided to lay on the grass and close his eyes just like that . After weeks
practicing that skill in the training arena, Leon felt like he was a bit too pale,
so perhaps it was a good idea to take a sunbath like Gisela . Leon wasn't
sleeping all that much either, so it didn't take long before he fell asleep . Still,
what waiting for him in the dreamland wasn't a peaceful dream, but a hellish
nightmare .

"You can't relax yet…"

Even in his sleep, Leon recognized that voice, it was the same he heard in
Fortaleza, but before he could think much about it, Leon felt like he got
transported to another world while he was dreaming . Still, that another world
was very familiar . He saw himself flying above a destroyed city; countless
dragons were flying above that place… it looked like that city had tall and
thick steel walls, but that didn't stop the city and the citizens from being

destroyed . Leon couldn't see anything but fire and rubble . Still, he
recognized the landmarks in the distance… he was flying over Las Vegas .

As if he was watching a 3D movie from the point of view of the protagonist,
Leon flew to a familiar place, and he saw a familiar but destroyed garden .
Nearby, there was Amanda's house, and Leon saw that the place got so

destroyed that it fell apart until it reached Leon's training arena . Inside of it,
Leon saw pools of blood and pieces of flesh everywhere . He recognized
those, but he didn't want to think… he really didn't want to, but the fact was
engraved in his mind . It was his family and friends' remainings .

"This is what will happen if you relax now… you won't be around forever, do
what you can while you can, or will you regret it deeply . "



Leon woke up, covered in sweat, and breathing roughly . Not even on the
island, he had such realistic nightmares, not even on the days he was most
depressed . Sasha and Betty noticed when Leon suddenly got up, he looked
like he had the worst nightmare ever, but his next actions confused them .
Leon flew upward like a bullet using Telekinesis, once he reached the height
he saw in the dream, Leon stopped and looked around, Las Vegas was
perfectly fine . However, he wasn't checking the city; he was checking the
surroundings… and then he saw it . A figure in the distance, it was very far
away, but Leon could see a dark robe covered that person . Leon flew toward

that person, but then a small black hole appeared and sucked that figure .

"This is just the beginning, prepare yourself . "

It took a while for Leon to understand how he should touch the targets spirit
with his mana . As if just passing a soul to an object wasnt unpleasant enough,
he kind of had to torture the targets spirit a little bit… he had to make his
mana pierce the desert wolf skin in several parts before he could begin to feel
that he was pulling the monsters spirit to the outside of its body . Just the
theory was bone-chilling, but the practice was even more unpleasant . The
more Leon tried to force, the more pain the desert wolf felt . It was hard to be
certain, but it looked like the monster felt the same pain as when Leon
regenerated his limbs . In the end, Leon tried too much, the skill failed, and
the beast died .

I have to pierce its skin in maybe dozen of places in order to pull a monsters
spirit… this will be hard… I need a break .

Monsters were the enemies of all humans . Still, Leon wasnt fighting; he was
using monsters as test subjects . He wanted to increase the chances of his
friends and human survival, but that didnt make things less unpleasant .



Leon was spending too much time in the training arena . He was still teaching
the survivors how to heal wounds, but that only granted him two hours under

the light of the sun . Ultimately, he had even been skipping meals just to
progress a little bit faster . It was 11:00 AM when Leon arrived in the

garden . There he saw his friends relaxing a little, even though they were
eager to grow stronger, they knew the importance of taking a break, unlike
Leon .

Sasha and Betty were playing with Maya while Gisela was taking a sunbath .
It looked like Lennart didnt know the importance of relaxing now and then
either, but he was meditating under a beach umbrella… even though there

was no beach nearby .

Look who has appeared… why did the mad scientist leave the basement so
early? Betty asked .

Ha-ha, very funny, Leon said . Where are Amanda and Hector?

They are receiving some resources in the Central Plaza, Sasha answered . Are
you struggling in the process of learning your new spell?

No, Im progressing quite a bit, Leon explained . But, Im struggling with my

conscience .

Controlling his mana while it was outside his body was becoming easy, so in
a few days, Leon was sure that he would learn the spell . The only problem
was that he was feeling like he was a bit too ruthless practicing that on
monsters whenever possible . Not only that, once he learns the spell, Leon
was also quite sure he would have to use it hundred of times before it offers
decent effects . So… he would have to use even more guinea pigs .



Well, dont worry about it too much . Leon forced a smile . Im going to enjoy

the weather a little bit and take a nap before resuming my practice .

Try not to overwork yourself, Sasha said .

It was spring, and despite that time of the day, it wasnt that hot . So, Leon
decided to lay on the grass and close his eyes just like that . After weeks
practicing that skill in the training arena, Leon felt like he was a bit too pale,
so perhaps it was a good idea to take a sunbath like Gisela . Leon wasnt
sleeping all that much either, so it didnt take long before he fell asleep . Still,
what waiting for him in the dreamland wasnt a peaceful dream, but a hellish
nightmare .

You cant relax yet…

Even in his sleep, Leon recognized that voice, it was the same he heard in
Fortaleza, but before he could think much about it, Leon felt like he got
transported to another world while he was dreaming . Still, that another world
was very familiar . He saw himself flying above a destroyed city; countless
dragons were flying above that place… it looked like that city had tall and
thick steel walls, but that didnt stop the city and the citizens from being

destroyed . Leon couldnt see anything but fire and rubble . Still, he
recognized the landmarks in the distance… he was flying over Las Vegas .

As if he was watching a 3D movie from the point of view of the protagonist,
Leon flew to a familiar place, and he saw a familiar but destroyed garden .
Nearby, there was Amandas house, and Leon saw that the place got so

destroyed that it fell apart until it reached Leons training arena . Inside of it,
Leon saw pools of blood and pieces of flesh everywhere . He recognized



those, but he didnt want to think… he really didnt want to, but the fact was
engraved in his mind . It was his family and friends remainings .

This is what will happen if you relax now… you wont be around forever, do
what you can while you can, or will you regret it deeply .

Leon woke up, covered in sweat, and breathing roughly . Not even on the
island, he had such realistic nightmares, not even on the days he was most
depressed . Sasha and Betty noticed when Leon suddenly got up, he looked
like he had the worst nightmare ever, but his next actions confused them .
Leon flew upward like a bullet using Telekinesis, once he reached the height
he saw in the dream, Leon stopped and looked around, Las Vegas was
perfectly fine . However, he wasnt checking the city; he was checking the
surroundings… and then he saw it . A figure in the distance, it was very far
away, but Leon could see a dark robe covered that person . Leon flew toward

that person, but then a small black hole appeared and sucked that figure .

This is just the beginning, prepare yourself .

Novel Chapter 195
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Now that Leon saw that figure, he was finally sure that something was
happening behind the curtains . Possibly, that figure was the one who gave
him the Summon Zombie tome, but why? That person just told him that he

didn't have time to relax, and yet it gave him a powerful skill that would

make everyone become lazy…



"That doesn't make any sense… what the hell is going on?"

If worrying about monsters, aliens, and making allies wasn't enough, now
Leon had to consider those weird events . Due to the circumstances, Leon
didn't want to believe in that person, but it was obvious that he couldn't
relax . He tried to sleep while keeping Mana Dominion and Mana Armor

activated, but that person still managed to talk to him in his mind . That
meant that Mana Armor couldn't protect Leon from mental attacks .

"Tch… I can never catch a breath . "

It looked like Leon was destined never to have a day off ever again…
Regardless, he had to return home to calm his friends down . Leon acted
without thinking, but thanks to that, he found that figure . However, now he

had to explain his behavior to them . Fortunately, when he returned, Amanda
hadn't returned, so he had time to explain that before his little sister could
worry about him .
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"What was that, Leon?" Betty frowned . "You acted like you had found your
arch-enemy or something . "

"Sorry, I thought I had seen a monster that I had eaten on the island . " Leon
forced a smile . "The meat was very good, but I guess I only dreamt that I had
seen the monsters . "



"You acted like that because of food?" Betty frowned again . "What kind of

idiot are you?"

"Well, I can understand the master's feeling," Gisela said . "Dragon's heart
isn't bad, but eating every day is a little too much . "
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"If you are that eager to eat something different, you can always tell that to
Sarah or Yuki," Sasha said . "They keep contact with many important figures,
and most of them want to gain your favor . "

"Nah, I'm fine," Leon said . "I just acted like that because I was half-asleep .
I guess working underground tired me out more than I imagined… So, I will
practice outdoors until dinner . See you later . "

Without giving them the chance to say anything, Leon left Las Vegas and
went to the nearby dungeon . It was the place where he captured the desert
wolves, and now it would be the place where he wouldn't think of their
well-being all that much . He would only stop once he creates a magic item
that protects his mind from all kinds of spells and skills .

Some of Hector's subordinates were guarding the dungeons, but they didn't
stop Leon when he said he would enter the dungeon alone . He was a famous
figure in Las Vegas, so everyone was fully aware that he could clear such a
dungeon easily . Leon knocked down the desert wolves that tried to attack



him . To increase his practice speed, he used both hands, and this time he
ignored the monsters' cries of pain . Until now, Leon had some room even to

afford to consider the pain he was causing to the monsters, but now he did

not . He would do anything to avoid seeing any unpleasant nightmares like
that again, and he also would do anything to prevent that nightmare from
actually happening .
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Much faster than Leon expected, Leon learned Seal two days later . It was
obvious that now that he had lost his hesitation helped him a lot . Anyway,
the cost and the time he had to wait between uses was the same . Also, just as
Leon had expected, the level of the skill influenced in the effects an item
would have once Leon Seal, the spirit in the object . By the way, Leon
couldn't see his mana, but once he managed to take a seal out of a monster's
body, he could see a weird smoke flying over his hand . That was the
monster's soul . When Leon infused the soul into a ring, he had prepared
beforehand, that was a result .

Steel Ring (Earth)

It increases the power of earth-related attacks by one percent .

"Oh boy… it's worse than I thought it would be . "



Maybe it could be sold, but Leon decided to train Mana-Eater and dispel the
effects, by doing so, he would be able to train Seal and that skill at the same
time . Leon tried to suck the soul of several desert wolves that he had killed,
but as expected, it didn't work . Regardless, Leon decided to train that skill
and see how the effects would change in different types of weapons .

As it turned out, the desert wolves' soul really showed different results in
different pieces of equipment . When Leon used sharp weapons like swords

and spears, the effect was increased damage to monsters that use wind
magic . However, sometimes the effect was some extra bonus stats in
endurance and stamina .

When Leon tested on a shield, the opposite happened; more times, the effect
was an increase in status, and fewer times, it granted bonus in defense against
wind magic .

"Still… the effects are too damn low .Maybe if I try to steal the soul of a boss,
the spell will level up faster, and the effects will be better . "

Leon was right, the effects were better, but he had a hard time defeating the
boss without killing it . Anyway, like the boss, he faced before, that one used
wind and earth magic . So, the effects were related to that, increasing of
attack power when it was used on a weapon and in defense when it was used
on protective equipment . Much to Leon's surprise, he managed to create a
weapon that granted the skill Sandstorm Lv 10 in one of his experiments .

Now that Leon saw that figure, he was finally sure that something was
happening behind the curtains . Possibly, that figure was the one who gave
him the Summon Zombie tome, but why? That person just told him that he



didnt have time to relax, and yet it gave him a powerful skill that would make

everyone become lazy…

That doesnt make any sense… what the hell is going on?

If worrying about monsters, aliens, and making allies wasnt enough, now
Leon had to consider those weird events . Due to the circumstances, Leon
didnt want to believe in that person, but it was obvious that he couldnt relax .
He tried to sleep while keeping Mana Dominion and Mana Armor activated,
but that person still managed to talk to him in his mind . That meant that
Mana Armor couldnt protect Leon from mental attacks .

Tch… I can never catch a breath .

It looked like Leon was destined never to have a day off ever again…
Regardless, he had to return home to calm his friends down . Leon acted
without thinking, but thanks to that, he found that figure . However, now he

had to explain his behavior to them . Fortunately, when he returned, Amanda
hadnt returned, so he had time to explain that before his little sister could
worry about him .

What was that, Leon? Betty frowned . You acted like you had found your
arch-enemy or something .

Sorry, I thought I had seen a monster that I had eaten on the island . Leon
forced a smile . The meat was very good, but I guess I only dreamt that I had
seen the monsters .



You acted like that because of food? Betty frowned again .What kind of idiot

are you?

Well, I can understand the masters feeling, Gisela said . Dragons heart isnt
bad, but eating every day is a little too much .

If you are that eager to eat something different, you can always tell that to
Sarah or Yuki, Sasha said . They keep contact with many important figures,
and most of them want to gain your favor .

Nah, Im fine, Leon said . I just acted like that because I was half-asleep . I
guess working underground tired me out more than I imagined… So, I will
practice outdoors until dinner . See you later .

Without giving them the chance to say anything, Leon left Las Vegas and
went to the nearby dungeon . It was the place where he captured the desert
wolves, and now it would be the place where he wouldnt think of their

well-being all that much . He would only stop once he creates a magic item
that protects his mind from all kinds of spells and skills .

Some of Hectors subordinates were guarding the dungeons, but they didnt
stop Leon when he said he would enter the dungeon alone . He was a famous
figure in Las Vegas, so everyone was fully aware that he could clear such a
dungeon easily . Leon knocked down the desert wolves that tried to attack
him . To increase his practice speed, he used both hands, and this time he
ignored the monsters cries of pain . Until now, Leon had some room even to

afford to consider the pain he was causing to the monsters, but now he did

not . He would do anything to avoid seeing any unpleasant nightmares like
that again, and he also would do anything to prevent that nightmare from
actually happening .



Much faster than Leon expected, Leon learned Seal two days later . It was
obvious that now that he had lost his hesitation helped him a lot . Anyway,
the cost and the time he had to wait between uses was the same . Also, just as
Leon had expected, the level of the skill influenced in the effects an item
would have once Leon Seal, the spirit in the object . By the way, Leon
couldnt see his mana, but once he managed to take a seal out of a monsters
body, he could see a weird smoke flying over his hand . That was the
monsters soul . When Leon infused the soul into a ring, he had prepared
beforehand, that was a result .

Steel Ring (Earth)

It increases the power of earth-related attacks by one percent .

Oh boy… its worse than I thought it would be .

Maybe it could be sold, but Leon decided to train Mana-Eater and dispel the
effects, by doing so, he would be able to train Seal and that skill at the same
time . Leon tried to suck the soul of several desert wolves that he had killed,
but as expected, it didnt work . Regardless, Leon decided to train that skill
and see how the effects would change in different types of weapons .

As it turned out, the desert wolves soul really showed different results in
different pieces of equipment . When Leon used sharp weapons like swords

and spears, the effect was increased damage to monsters that use wind
magic . However, sometimes the effect was some extra bonus stats in
endurance and stamina .



When Leon tested on a shield, the opposite happened; more times, the effect
was an increase in status, and fewer times, it granted bonus in defense against
wind magic .

Still… the effects are too damn low .Maybe if I try to steal the soul of a boss,
the spell will level up faster, and the effects will be better .

Leon was right, the effects were better, but he had a hard time defeating the
boss without killing it . Anyway, like the boss, he faced before, that one used
wind and earth magic . So, the effects were related to that, increasing of
attack power when it was used on a weapon and in defense when it was used
on protective equipment . Much to Leons surprise, he managed to create a
weapon that granted the skill Sandstorm Lv 10 in one of his experiments .

Novel Chapter 196
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Although it was initially his idea, Leon ended up skipping his training with
his friends several days, all for the sake of creating magic weapons with
decent effects . He managed to create a few of them, like, for example, a
dagger that increased his speed by twenty points . Even though it was
valuable, it wasn't on the level Leon wanted . The Seal skill was leveling up
faster, but not fast enough . Besides, he didn't manage to create many items
that offered useful skills .

"If only I could find a monster which could grant Regeneration and
Meditation to magic items, it would be enough to Amanda and the others for
the time being . "



Leon was traveling the country and testing the spell in several monsters, but
he was still to find the ones who would offer such useful effects . His friends
already knew what Leon was doing, but they couldn't help but worry since his
behavior changed so much after that weird incident . Leon wasn't the type to
stop midway something he started, after all . While Leon was searching for

those effects in dungeons, his friends gathered to talk about him .

"Brother is acting strange as of late . . . " Amanda said . "I wonder since
when . "

"It didn't start when he returned from Brazil?" Hector asked .

"No, it started there . . . " Betty said . "Our first battle had been very difficult,
Leon had stayed awake for three days straight, but he still stayed awake for
several more days to prepare for the battle . "
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"Yeah, but despite his efforts . . . everything had been almost for naught,"
Sasha added . "He managed to create an army of one hundred thousand
skeletons, but the number of monsters was even higher . We tried to save as

many lives as possible . . . in the end, hundreds died . "

"I remember the face he made when he was half a second late to save a
person . . . " Betty lowered her head . "It was a face full of despair as if he



was blaming himself for the losses . It was kind of surprising since he killed
hundred of soldiers to save Yuki . "

"Betty . . . " Hector frowned .

"I'm sorry, I didn't mean to . . . " Betty said nervously .

"We know that, don't worry, Betty . " Amanda forced a smile . "Anyway, did
you guys noticed something weird aside from that when you three were
there?"
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"No," Betty said .

" . . . I noticed something . " Sasha hesitated . "I was watching Leon's back
when he found that tome . It was weird . . . in the middle of the battle, while
he was trying to kill as many monsters as possible, he just looked to his side
and found the tome . Until that moment, he didn't look for spoils, so that
surprised me . "

"Well, maybe Leon has some magic that grants the power to feel the presence
of such items," Hector said .



"Even if he has, I don't at that moment he had mana to keep such spell active,"
Sasha said . "He exhausted, he used all his mana to save as many as he could .
"

"So, you are saying . . . " Hector said .
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"I'm not saying anything," Sasha interrupted Hector . "I just noticed and
thought that was weird . . . after that, he acted the whole time as if something
was bothering him . Considering that he spent four years alone, I can
understand it . . . but I think he is keeping some sort of secret . "

"I guess it makes sense . . . " Betty said . "That day, when Leon took a nap on
the garden, he acted weirdly again, and his face kind of reminded him of his

worried expression when we were on Brazil . "

"I'm sure master has a reason to do what he is doing . . . " Gisela said .

"Even if he has a reason, wouldn't it be better to share whatever is in his head
with his family and old friends?" Lennart asked . "I understand why he would
hide some things from me since we barely know each other, but that doesn't
make any sense with you guys . "

" . . . Brother is the type who overthink things . " Amanda sighed . "He wasn't
like that before, but even though he tries to act like before, the island changed



him, and he won't probably return to be the old Leon . Let's just make sure to
keep our training, if we show him that we can handle whatever he is trying to

hide, he will eventually tell us what is worrying him . "

While Amanda and the others were having that type of conversation, Leon
was testing Seal on megalodons in the middle of the Pacific Ocean while he
was flying to Japan . Those were the most powerful monsters of the seas, so
he was hoping that he would obtain some nice effects . However, Leon was
looking forward to testing those effects on the trolls . Since they had an
amazing regeneration just like the megalodons, Leon was hoping to get the
magic items he wanted from one of them .

Steel Ring V (Water)

It increases the Swim speed by 50%, Mentality + 30, Endurance + 30 .

The Seal skill was leveling up fast, but the items weren't good yet . Besides,
for some reason, Leon wasn't obtaining the effects he wanted .

"If it can boost swimming speed, why can't it give the regeneration effect is
the level still low?"

Leon noticed that the more powerful Seal was, the more the effects would
change the ring . For example, even though it was an ordinary steel ring, it
became Steel Ring V (Water) thanks to the megalodon's soul . V was

probably the tier of the magic item . Considering that megalodons could heal
big wounds in seconds, Leon concluded that the problem was Seal's level .
Those beast's skill level was probably too high, so Leon would have to keep
practicing until he gains that effect .



Although it was initially his idea, Leon ended up skipping his training with
his friends several days, all for the sake of creating magic weapons with
decent effects . He managed to create a few of them, like, for example, a
dagger that increased his speed by twenty points . Even though it was
valuable, it wasnt on the level Leon wanted . The Seal skill was leveling up
faster, but not fast enough . Besides, he didnt manage to create many items
that offered useful skills .

If only I could find a monster which could grant Regeneration and Meditation
to magic items, it would be enough to Amanda and the others for the time
being .

Leon was traveling the country and testing the spell in several monsters, but
he was still to find the ones who would offer such useful effects . His friends
already knew what Leon was doing, but they couldnt help but worry since his
behavior changed so much after that weird incident . Leon wasnt the type to
stop midway something he started, after all . While Leon was searching for

those effects in dungeons, his friends gathered to talk about him .

Brother is acting strange as of late . . . Amanda said . I wonder since when .

It didnt start when he returned from Brazil? Hector asked .

No, it started there . . . Betty said . Our first battle had been very difficult,
Leon had stayed awake for three days straight, but he still stayed awake for
several more days to prepare for the battle .

Yeah, but despite his efforts . . . everything had been almost for naught,
Sasha added . He managed to create an army of one hundred thousand



skeletons, but the number of monsters was even higher . We tried to save as

many lives as possible . . . in the end, hundreds died .

I remember the face he made when he was half a second late to save a
person . . . Betty lowered her head . It was a face full of despair as if he was
blaming himself for the losses . It was kind of surprising since he killed
hundred of soldiers to save Yuki .

Betty . . . Hector frowned .

Im sorry, I didnt mean to . . . Betty said nervously .

We know that, dont worry, Betty . Amanda forced a smile . Anyway, did you
guys noticed something weird aside from that when you three were there?

No, Betty said .

. . . I noticed something . Sasha hesitated . I was watching Leons back when
he found that tome . It was weird . . . in the middle of the battle, while he was
trying to kill as many monsters as possible, he just looked to his side and
found the tome . Until that moment, he didnt look for spoils, so that surprised
me .

Well, maybe Leon has some magic that grants the power to feel the presence
of such items, Hector said .

Even if he has, I dont at that moment he had mana to keep such spell active,
Sasha said . He exhausted, he used all his mana to save as many as he could .



So, you are saying . . . Hector said .

Im not saying anything, Sasha interrupted Hector . I just noticed and thought
that was weird . . . after that, he acted the whole time as if something was
bothering him . Considering that he spent four years alone, I can understand
it . . . but I think he is keeping some sort of secret .

I guess it makes sense . . . Betty said . That day, when Leon took a nap on the
garden, he acted weirdly again, and his face kind of reminded him of his

worried expression when we were on Brazil .

Im sure master has a reason to do what he is doing . . . Gisela said .

Even if he has a reason, wouldnt it be better to share whatever is in his head
with his family and old friends? Lennart asked . I understand why he would
hide some things from me since we barely know each other, but that doesnt
make any sense with you guys .

. . . Brother is the type who overthink things . Amanda sighed . He wasnt like
that before, but even though he tries to act like before, the island changed him,
and he wont probably return to be the old Leon . Lets just make sure to keep
our training, if we show him that we can handle whatever he is trying to hide,
he will eventually tell us what is worrying him .

While Amanda and the others were having that type of conversation, Leon
was testing Seal on megalodons in the middle of the Pacific Ocean while he
was flying to Japan . Those were the most powerful monsters of the seas, so
he was hoping that he would obtain some nice effects . However, Leon was
looking forward to testing those effects on the trolls . Since they had an



amazing regeneration just like the megalodons, Leon was hoping to get the
magic items he wanted from one of them .

Steel Ring V (Water)

It increases the Swim speed by 50%, Mentality + 30, Endurance + 30 .

The Seal skill was leveling up fast, but the items werent good yet . Besides,
for some reason, Leon wasnt obtaining the effects he wanted .

If it can boost swimming speed, why cant it give the regeneration effect is the
level still low?

Leon noticed that the more powerful Seal was, the more the effects would
change the ring . For example, even though it was an ordinary steel ring, it
became Steel Ring V (Water) thanks to the megalodons soul . V was probably

the tier of the magic item . Considering that megalodons could heal big
wounds in seconds, Leon concluded that the problem was Seals level . Those
beasts skill level was probably too high, so Leon would have to keep
practicing until he gains that effect .
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In the end, Leon had flown over the ocean for three days practicing Seal . If
he had practiced that on other monsters, he wouldn't have leveled up the skill
so much, but at least Leon got what he wanted . . . even though the chance of
the effect granted was quite small .



Steel Ring VI (Water)

It grants you the skill Regeneration Lv 40,Mentality + 40, Endurance + 40 .

It wasn't as good as the gloves, but it was something . Now, Leon just had to
make six more . Amanda already had the gloves, so she didn't need it . That
ring Leon would give to Yuki; the six others would be for Ren, Gisela, Hector,
Sasha, Betty, and Lennart… Leon continued in doing that for four days

before he could get enough rings for everyone .

Appearing without an invitation and without being brought by the ninjas,
Leon caused quite a ruckus when he just landed on Yuki's palace .
Fortunately, Ren was nearby to speak for him . Not all imperial guards knew
Leon, after all .

"I thought we were being invaded…" Ren sighed . "Anyway, it has been a
long time . "

"Yeah, sorry for the surprise," Leon said .

"You look tired, did something happen?" Ren asked . "You came to talk with
Your Majesty, right?"

"Yeah, but I need to talk with you too," Leon said . "Just arrange a location
where we can talk without worrying about anyone hearing us . "

"All right…" Ren said .



Ren seemed a bit confused; he trusted Leon enough to hear him now and ask

why later . Yuki was busy talking with her advisors, but she stopped
immediately when Ren and Leon appeared, by the look of Leon's face, she
concluded he was in a hurry . In the end, the only place who wasn't fully
watched by her ninjas was Yuki's room . Although she was the empress, her
bedroom had an awful number of teddy bears in the shape of pandas…
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"So, what are you up to?" Yuki asked .

"Your spies caught me leaving America even though I was flying pretty
high?" Leon frowned .

"Obviously . " Yuki smiled as if Leon was asking something foolish . "I
informed your sister and Sarah; both of them are worried that you are acting

suspiciously . "

"So little faith they have on me…" Leon sighed . "Anyway, here are some
gifts . "

Aside from the rings Leon created using the megalodons, he also gave to Yuki
and Ren another ring that recovered their mana almost every second, and it
also put the wearer in a meditation-like state . That way, his friends could
grow their mana and intelligence without having to stop to meditate, that
being said, the efficiency was halved, but it was better than nothing . The skill



was called Zen, and he obtained that by sucking the souls of grim reapers… it

sounded like a joke, but Leon was actually capable of stealing the soul of a
monster that was supposed to take his soul .

"Those are… incredibly useful . " Yuki frowned . "I heard that you were
practicing the skill to create magic items, but I didn't think you would be able
to create something like this so soon . "

"Indeed… with both of those rings, anyone can fight for hours against
high-leveled monsters . " Ren added .

"Well, that was the idea," Leon said . "I spent the last days doing nothing but
trying to create them . Anyway, try to use them as much as possible to grow

stronger and don't let anyone know about them . "

"Wait a minute, are you leaving already?" Yuki frowned .

"Yes, I just came to deliver those," Leon said .

"Aren't you going to explain your strange behavior?" Yuki asked .
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"I can't, and it's not because I don't trust you," Leon answered .



"Then why are you keeping secrets even from your family?" Yuki asked
again .

"… You heard of the law of cause and effect, right?" Leon hesitated .

"Yeah…" Yuki frowned .

"So, that is why I cannot explain," Leon said .

"That only makes me even more confused," Yuki said .

"Leon… if something is about to happen, you should tell us, and we will work
to prevent it . " Ren said .

"Because of the law of cause and effect, I don't think that can be prevented,"
Leon said . "But don't worry, it is not something that will put the world at
risk… probably . "

"Probably…" Yuki sighed . "Leon, I know that you are worried about

something, and considering that you are talking about cause and effect, you
are trying to avoid the worst-case scenario . You have the knowledge that
something will happen in the near future… that much is obvious, but you are
probably overthinking it . The future can't change all that much if you tell one
piece of information to only a few people . "

"I think you are wrong… but I guess I need to tell you since I need to ask you

a favor . " Leon said .
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"What favor?" Yuki asked .

"If something happens, I would like that your ninjas give a hand to my family
and friends," Leon said .

"They already have the orders to do so, but they don't need to act while you
are around, right?" Yuki asked .

"Yeah, that is the problem…" Leon forced a smile . "The thing is, I won't be
around forever… I think I will die in a few days . "
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In the end, Leon had flown over the ocean for three days practicing Seal . If
he had practiced that on other monsters, he wouldnt have leveled up the skill
so much, but at least Leon got what he wanted . . . even though the chance of
the effect granted was quite small .

Steel Ring VI (Water)

It grants you the skill Regeneration Lv 40,Mentality + 40, Endurance + 40 .

It wasnt as good as the gloves, but it was something . Now, Leon just had to
make six more . Amanda already had the gloves, so she didnt need it . That
ring Leon would give to Yuki; the six others would be for Ren, Gisela, Hector,
Sasha, Betty, and Lennart… Leon continued in doing that for four days

before he could get enough rings for everyone .

Appearing without an invitation and without being brought by the ninjas,
Leon caused quite a ruckus when he just landed on Yukis palace . Fortunately,
Ren was nearby to speak for him . Not all imperial guards knew Leon, after
all .

I thought we were being invaded… Ren sighed . Anyway, it has been a long
time .

Yeah, sorry for the surprise, Leon said .

You look tired, did something happen? Ren asked . You came to talk with
Your Majesty, right?



Yeah, but I need to talk with you too, Leon said . Just arrange a location
where we can talk without worrying about anyone hearing us .

All right… Ren said .

Ren seemed a bit confused; he trusted Leon enough to hear him now and ask

why later . Yuki was busy talking with her advisors, but she stopped
immediately when Ren and Leon appeared, by the look of Leons face, she
concluded he was in a hurry . In the end, the only place who wasnt fully
watched by her ninjas was Yukis room . Although she was the empress, her
bedroom had an awful number of teddy bears in the shape of pandas…

So, what are you up to? Yuki asked .

Your spies caught me leaving America even though I was flying pretty high?
Leon frowned .

Obviously . Yuki smiled as if Leon was asking something foolish . I informed
your sister and Sarah; both of them are worried that you are acting

suspiciously .

So little faith they have on me… Leon sighed . Anyway, here are some gifts .

Aside from the rings Leon created using the megalodons, he also gave to Yuki
and Ren another ring that recovered their mana almost every second, and it
also put the wearer in a meditation-like state . That way, his friends could
grow their mana and intelligence without having to stop to meditate, that
being said, the efficiency was halved, but it was better than nothing . The skill
was called Zen, and he obtained that by sucking the souls of grim reapers… it



sounded like a joke, but Leon was actually capable of stealing the soul of a
monster that was supposed to take his soul .

Those are… incredibly useful . Yuki frowned . I heard that you were
practicing the skill to create magic items, but I didnt think you would be able
to create something like this so soon .

Indeed… with both of those rings, anyone can fight for hours against
high-leveled monsters . Ren added .

Well, that was the idea, Leon said . I spent the last days doing nothing but
trying to create them . Anyway, try to use them as much as possible to grow

stronger and dont let anyone know about them .

Wait a minute, are you leaving already? Yuki frowned .

Yes, I just came to deliver those, Leon said .

Arent you going to explain your strange behavior? Yuki asked .

I cant, and its not because I dont trust you, Leon answered .

Then why are you keeping secrets even from your family? Yuki asked again .

… You heard of the law of cause and effect, right? Leon hesitated .

Yeah… Yuki frowned .



So, that is why I cannot explain, Leon said .

That only makes me even more confused, Yuki said .

Leon… if something is about to happen, you should tell us, and we will work
to prevent it . Ren said .

Because of the law of cause and effect, I dont think that can be prevented,
Leon said . But dont worry, it is not something that will put the world at
risk… probably .

Probably… Yuki sighed . Leon, I know that you are worried about something,
and considering that you are talking about cause and effect, you are trying to
avoid the worst-case scenario . You have the knowledge that something will
happen in the near future… that much is obvious, but you are probably
overthinking it . The future cant change all that much if you tell one piece of
information to only a few people .

I think you are wrong… but I guess I need to tell you since I need to ask you
a favor . Leon said .

What favor? Yuki asked .

If something happens, I would like that your ninjas give a hand to my family
and friends, Leon said .

They already have the orders to do so, but they dont need to act while you are
around, right? Yuki asked .



Yeah, that is the problem… Leon forced a smile . The thing is, I wont be
around forever… I think I will die in a few days .
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"What?!" Yuki and Ren asked in unison .

"… You guys are noisy," Leon sighed . "I should have known you two aren't
the type who can keep secrets…"

"The hell are you talking about?" Yuki asked . "Why would you die?"

"What kind of joke is this, Leon?" Ren asked .



"It's not a joke; I just have some information that makes me believe that I will
die," Leon explained . "Why, how, and when I don't know . I'm only sure that

it will happen, that is why I hurried to create those rings . "

What kind of information is that?" Yuki asked .

"I cannot tell," Leon said . "No matter what, I cannot tell . "

If Leon reveals more than that, perhaps soon everyone would forget his death
since something far worse could happen . Certain things can't be played with
no matter what, and Leon didn't want to risk anything, only his life since he
was already in dire straits .

"It's because of cause and effect law…" Yuki concluded . "Are you certain
that you will die?"
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"I'm not that certain… it is just the most obvious outcome . " Leon
explained . "If I'm lucky, maybe I will just disappear . "

"Disappear to where?" Yuki asked .

"… Do you enjoy putting me into a difficult spot all that much?" Leon
frowned .



"A little… anyway, how can you just disappear?" Yuki frowned . "You can fly
over big distances in an hour, the only way to disappear is if you get lost in
another world by using the purple crystal . In that case, you just need to avoid
dungeons . "

"You are so naïve… the possibilities of how I can disappear are endless . "
Leon sighed . "You just can't imagine because our knowledge of magic is still
small… Anyway, if I can avoid it, I will, but I don't think I can . So, I'm
counting you two to watch over my family and friends in case something
happens to me… by the way, don't tell the contents of this conversation to
anyone . Well, you can tell them if something big happens soon after I

disappear . "

"Hah… I don't know what to think about this anymore . " Yuki sighed . "You
look like a spooked child who just woke up after having a nightmare .
Anyway, I also intend to help my allies, so I won't just stand and watch if
something happens to your family and friends . "

"Yes, you can count on me, since you helped me a lot," Ren said .

"… Thank you for understanding my position . " Leon smiled .
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Leon left Tokyo and flew toward Las Vegas . That voice bothered him since

the first time he heard it, and after hearing such ominous things, Leon



couldn't help but work himself almost to death to prevent any regret . Leon
wished that he had more time to create good magic items for everyone, but in
order to create those rings that would keep them alive while also giving them
the chance to grow, Leon had to consume the mana of the other magic items
he created . Besides, too powerful magic items would make them stand out

too much; something small and less flashy like rings was the best option .
When Leon returned, everyone was having dinner . Since he appeared so
suddenly, they looked at him, surprised .

"Brother! You arrived at a good time!" Amanda got up and smiled . "Look, for
a change of pace, I made a lemon pie! It is your favorite, right? Join us . "

"Sorry, I'm a bit tired, so I'm going to pass . " Leon showed an apologetic
smile . "Here, I made those for you guys . "

"The world is really ending…" Hector said . "Leon just refused to eat a lemon
pie… Holy crap! How did you manage to create those rings?"

"Unbelievable… we don't have to meditate anymore?" Betty asked, shocked .

"Yes, I got lucky when I found those effects," Leon answered . "Anyway, this
will help a lot of muscle heads like you and Hector . "

"What did you say?!" Betty got up .

"Thank you for the gifts, Leon, I will treasure them . " Sasha smiled .
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"Thank you for everything, master," Gisela said .

"It was nothing; I wish I had time to create weapons and defensive
gear���" Leon said . "But I guess that will have to wait for the next time .
"

Are you fine giving that to me?" Lennart asked . "I'm pretty sure I don't
deserve something like this…"

"That's true, we only know each other for a while, and you didn't do all that
much to earn my trust," Leon said . "But you can show me that you deserve

those rings from today onward . "

"Got it . " Lennart nodded .

"I'm going to sleep now… ah, give this to Maya when you see fit, Amanda .
" Leon said and passed another ring to his little sister . "I bet she will find it
more enjoyable flying alone than with me . "

Steel Ring V (Wind)

It grants you the skill Fly Lv 50

"Brother, you are scaring me now…" Amanda said .



"Sorry… see you guys later . " Leon forced a smile .

Leon headed to his room, the most boring place in Amanda's house since it
only had a bed, a closet, a table, and a chair . None of those had been used
since the time Leon arrived at Las Vegas . Even the bed, Leon, most spent his
nights sleeping on the floor… but that day, he was so tired that he felt the
tension fading away the moment he threw himself on the bed .

"I did everything I could… now I don't have to worry anymore, right?"

Leon understood the meaning behind those words the moment he heard
them . He wouldn't be around forever, so he had to find a way to help his
family and friends while he can to make sure that they would survive even
without his help . He was satisfied with what he had done, even though they
probably couldn't exert the same influence Leon had, they will eventually
have the power to do, he was sure of it because he already saw with his own

eyes their potential .

"… Now what? I just have to wait?"

The hooded figure warned him about a possible future, something that would
happen, which was beyond his control . That was why that person warned
him to work hard to change that possible future…

Regardless, while Leon was waiting for something to happen, he fell asleep .
However, when he woke up, he wasn't on Earth anymore . The owner of the
voice was right again, he wouldn't be around forever, and Leon had no idea
when he would return…

What?! Yuki and Ren asked in unison .



… You guys are noisy, Leon sighed . I should have known you two arent the
type who can keep secrets…

The hell are you talking about? Yuki asked . Why would you die?

What kind of joke is this, Leon? Ren asked .

Its not a joke; I just have some information that makes me believe that I will
die, Leon explained . Why, how, and when I dont know . Im only sure that it

will happen, that is why I hurried to create those rings .

What kind of information is that? Yuki asked .

I cannot tell, Leon said . No matter what, I cannot tell .

If Leon reveals more than that, perhaps soon everyone would forget his death
since something far worse could happen . Certain things cant be played with
no matter what, and Leon didnt want to risk anything, only his life since he
was already in dire straits .

Its because of cause and effect law… Yuki concluded . Are you certain that
you will die?

Im not that certain… it is just the most obvious outcome . Leon explained . If
Im lucky, maybe I will just disappear .

Disappear to where? Yuki asked .



… Do you enjoy putting me into a difficult spot all that much? Leon

frowned .

A little… anyway, how can you just disappear? Yuki frowned . You can fly
over big distances in an hour, the only way to disappear is if you get lost in
another world by using the purple crystal . In that case, you just need to avoid
dungeons .

You are so naïve… the possibilities of how I can disappear are endless . Leon
sighed . You just cant imagine because our knowledge of magic is still
small… Anyway, if I can avoid it, I will, but I dont think I can . So, Im
counting you two to watch over my family and friends in case something
happens to me… by the way, dont tell the contents of this conversation to
anyone . Well, you can tell them if something big happens soon after I

disappear .

Hah… I dont know what to think about this anymore . Yuki sighed . You look
like a spooked child who just woke up after having a nightmare . Anyway, I
also intend to help my allies, so I wont just stand and watch if something
happens to your family and friends .

Yes, you can count on me, since you helped me a lot, Ren said .

… Thank you for understanding my position . Leon smiled .

Leon left Tokyo and flew toward Las Vegas . That voice bothered him since

the first time he heard it, and after hearing such ominous things, Leon couldnt
help but work himself almost to death to prevent any regret . Leon wished that
he had more time to create good magic items for everyone, but in order to
create those rings that would keep them alive while also giving them the



chance to grow, Leon had to consume the mana of the other magic items he
created . Besides, too powerful magic items would make them stand out too

much; something small and less flashy like rings was the best option . When

Leon returned, everyone was having dinner . Since he appeared so suddenly,
they looked at him, surprised .

Brother! You arrived at a good time! Amanda got up and smiled . Look, for a
change of pace, I made a lemon pie! It is your favorite, right? Join us .

Sorry, Im a bit tired, so Im going to pass . Leon showed an apologetic smile .
Here, I made those for you guys .

The world is really ending… Hector said . Leon just refused to eat a lemon
pie… Holy crap! How did you manage to create those rings?

Unbelievable… we dont have to meditate anymore? Betty asked, shocked .

Yes, I got lucky when I found those effects, Leon answered . Anyway, this
will help a lot of muscle heads like you and Hector .

What did you say?! Betty got up .

Thank you for the gifts, Leon, I will treasure them . Sasha smiled .

Thank you for everything, master, Gisela said .

It was nothing; I wish I had time to create weapons and defensive gear���

Leon said . But I guess that will have to wait for the next time .



Are you fine giving that to me? Lennart asked . Im pretty sure I dont deserve

something like this…

Thats true, we only know each other for a while, and you didnt do all that
much to earn my trust, Leon said . But you can show me that you deserve

those rings from today onward .

Got it . Lennart nodded .

Im going to sleep now… ah, give this to Maya when you see fit, Amanda .
Leon said and passed another ring to his little sister . I bet she will find it
more enjoyable flying alone than with me .

Steel Ring V (Wind)

It grants you the skill Fly Lv 50

Brother, you are scaring me now… Amanda said .

Sorry… see you guys later . Leon forced a smile .

Leon headed to his room, the most boring place in Amandas house since it
only had a bed, a closet, a table, and a chair . None of those had been used
since the time Leon arrived at Las Vegas . Even the bed, Leon, most spent his
nights sleeping on the floor… but that day, he was so tired that he felt the
tension fading away the moment he threw himself on the bed .

I did everything I could… now I dont have to worry anymore, right?



Leon understood the meaning behind those words the moment he heard
them . He wouldnt be around forever, so he had to find a way to help his
family and friends while he can to make sure that they would survive even
without his help . He was satisfied with what he had done, even though they
probably couldnt exert the same influence Leon had, they will eventually
have the power to do, he was sure of it because he already saw with his own

eyes their potential .

… Now what? I just have to wait?

The hooded figure warned him about a possible future, something that would
happen, which was beyond his control . That was why that person warned
him to work hard to change that possible future…

Regardless, while Leon was waiting for something to happen, he fell asleep .
However, when he woke up, he wasnt on Earth anymore . The owner of the
voice was right again, he wouldnt be around forever, and Leon had no idea
when he would return…
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When Leon opened his eyes, he saw himself in a grey world . No, it wasn't a
grey world… the absurd tall buildings nearby were all grey, but the sky was
blue . Speaking of which, even the floor was grey . Leon imagined it would
be kind of hard to find things in that kind of place since everything looked
pretty much the same . It was hard to be sure, but the tall buildings just
looked like dominoes… there were no differences between them .



Regardless, Leon soon lost interest in that when he looked behind and saw a

green monster behind him . Leon prepared himself to attack, but he stopped
when he noticed the beast was wearing mage's clothes, not only that, he could
walk in two legs .

"Hello . " The dragonnewt said .

"So, it is you…" Leon said .

"Do you know me?" The dragonnewt tilted his head .

"You are the monster who gave William, Sanchez, and Alisson a hand,
right?" Leon asked .
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"It is impolite to call other 'monsters,' you know . " The dragonnewt said .
"You shouldn't judge others just by their appearances .

"Sorry," Leon said .

"Anyway, you saidWilliam? Oh, the human who I gave a few presents!" The
dragonnewt said . "Are you his friend?"



"… Is this some kind of joke?" Leon frowned . "He died, didn't you take me
to this place to kill me? I was the one who caused his death, after all . "

"Oh, he died? I totally forgot about him . " The dragonnewt said . "Don't
worry about it, we weren't friends, I just wanted to use him a little, but he
was so incompetent that I decided to leave him alone . I'm not here to kill you

either . Well, not directly, at least . "

"I see, so you can't directly harm me for some reason…" Leon frowned .
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"Yes, that is why I brought you to this place . " The dragonnewt said . " On
this kind of stage, someone like you who has a bit of arcane talent won't be
able to keep yourself ahead of others . "

"Talent? I thought I just worked hard and studied everything carefully…"
Leon furrowed his eyebrows . "So, are you going to explain your masterplan
now?"

"No, I will leave it to your imagination . " The dragonnewt smirked .

"I imagined you would say that . " Leon looked around, bored . "To tell you
the truth, I know more or less you want me dead, and why you tried to help
William . By giving them those presents, you hoped that they would lay the
ground for you when the time comes to destroy Earth, right? As for me, you



are trying to get rid of me because I'm speeding up the growth process of

humans and making them work together . "

"Oh, you are not half bad . " The dragonnewt said .
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"Thank you very much, but you know, it is kind of obvious when you think
about it," Leon said . "Why would a creature like you help us behind the

scenes? Because you want to use us to make yourself stronger . Just like us,
you are from a planet that suddenly got invaded by monsters, you have come
a long way since you have the power to travel between planets without relying
on the purple crystals . Since I'm not hearing any sound coming from this

world, it looks like you also have the power to control time . Still… you are

a weakling in the grand scheme of things, that is why you are trying to
intervene with humans . "

"… As expected, I don't like you . " The dragonnewt furrowed his eyes . "You
think of yourself as too smart and never shut up . "

"Am I wrong?" Leon asked .

"… I will leave you alone now for you to enjoy your new environment . " The
dragonnewt looked at Leon viciously . "As much as I want to rip you to pieces
myself, I have better things to do . Try not to die too soon . "



As if he was a mirage, the dragonnewt slowly disappeared, and then suddenly,
things got noisy . Even though Leon was in an alley where there were no
mosquitoes, he heard the sound of a thousand mosquitoes buzzing near his
ear .

"What the heck is this…"

Leon covered his ears, but it didn't help him . It looked like the sound was
being transmitted by mana . Leon didn't have much time to think about that
because the inhabitants of that world started to appear and looked directly at
him . They were skinny and shorter than humans, but thanks to Mana

Dominion, Leon noticed that they had a lot of mana . They were a lot like
humans, but they had a blue gem in their forehead .

"I guess they noticed my presence due to my mana… it seems they are not

happy to see me . "

Leon dropped his guard for a second since they looked like humans, but the
stone on their forehead made him understand that wasn't the case . Well,
maybe that was the cause since they were looking at him as if he was the alien
invader .

While Leon was thinking about what to do, he felt several presences
approaching . He didn't see them, but he felt that they had a lot of mana .
Even more, than Leon had… it wasn't a good idea to stay and talk .

Leon created some earth under his feet and then started to fly, he had no
destination for the time being, but he knew that he wanted to go a place where

he couldn't see the inhabitants of that world . However, before he could even



start looking for a place, he saw several figures flying and fastly approaching

Leon . Those were the people Leon felt the presences…

"Tsk… I will have to be a little violent . "

When Leon opened his eyes, he saw himself in a grey world . No, it wasnt a
grey world… the absurd tall buildings nearby were all grey, but the sky was
blue . Speaking of which, even the floor was grey . Leon imagined it would
be kind of hard to find things in that kind of place since everything looked
pretty much the same . It was hard to be sure, but the tall buildings just
looked like dominoes… there were no differences between them .

Regardless, Leon soon lost interest in that when he looked behind and saw a

green monster behind him . Leon prepared himself to attack, but he stopped
when he noticed the beast was wearing mages clothes, not only that, he could
walk in two legs .

Hello . The dragonnewt said .

So, it is you… Leon said .

Do you know me? The dragonnewt tilted his head .

You are the monster who gave William, Sanchez, and Alisson a hand, right?
Leon asked .

It is impolite to call other monsters, you know . The dragonnewt said . You
shouldnt judge others just by their appearances .



Sorry, Leon said .

Anyway, you said William? Oh, the human who I gave a few presents! The
dragonnewt said . Are you his friend?

… Is this some kind of joke? Leon frowned . He died, didnt you take me to
this place to kill me? I was the one who caused his death, after all .

Oh, he died? I totally forgot about him . The dragonnewt said . Dont worry
about it, we werent friends, I just wanted to use him a little, but he was so
incompetent that I decided to leave him alone . Im not here to kill you either .
Well, not directly, at least .

I see, so you cant directly harm me for some reason… Leon frowned .

Yes, that is why I brought you to this place . The dragonnewt said . On this
kind of stage, someone like you who has a bit of arcane talent wont be able to
keep yourself ahead of others .

Talent? I thought I just worked hard and studied everything carefully… Leon

furrowed his eyebrows . So, are you going to explain your masterplan now?

No, I will leave it to your imagination . The dragonnewt smirked .

I imagined you would say that . Leon looked around, bored . To tell you the
truth, I know more or less you want me dead, and why you tried to help
William . By giving them those presents, you hoped that they would lay the
ground for you when the time comes to destroy Earth, right? As for me, you



are trying to get rid of me because Im speeding up the growth process of
humans and making them work together .

Oh, you are not half bad . The dragonnewt said .

Thank you very much, but you know, it is kind of obvious when you think
about it, Leon said . Why would a creature like you help us behind the scenes?
Because you want to use us to make yourself stronger . Just like us, you are
from a planet that suddenly got invaded by monsters, you have come a long
way since you have the power to travel between planets without relying on the
purple crystals . Since Im not hearing any sound coming from this world, it
looks like you also have the power to control time . Still… you are a weakling

in the grand scheme of things, that is why you are trying to intervene with
humans .

… As expected, I dont like you . The dragonnewt furrowed his eyes . You
think of yourself as too smart and never shut up .

Am I wrong? Leon asked .

… I will leave you alone now for you to enjoy your new environment . The
dragonnewt looked at Leon viciously . As much as I want to rip you to pieces
myself, I have better things to do . Try not to die too soon .

As if he was a mirage, the dragonnewt slowly disappeared, and then suddenly,
things got noisy . Even though Leon was in an alley where there were no
mosquitoes, he heard the sound of a thousand mosquitoes buzzing near his
ear .

What the heck is this…



Leon covered his ears, but it didnt help him . It looked like the sound was
being transmitted by mana . Leon didnt have much time to think about that
because the inhabitants of that world started to appear and looked directly at
him . They were skinny and shorter than humans, but thanks to Mana

Dominion, Leon noticed that they had a lot of mana . They were a lot like
humans, but they had a blue gem in their forehead .

I guess they noticed my presence due to my mana… it seems they are not
happy to see me .

Leon dropped his guard for a second since they looked like humans, but the
stone on their forehead made him understand that wasnt the case . Well,
maybe that was the cause since they were looking at him as if he was the alien
invader .

While Leon was thinking about what to do, he felt several presences
approaching . He didnt see them, but he felt that they had a lot of mana . Even
more, than Leon had… it wasnt a good idea to stay and talk .

Leon created some earth under his feet and then started to fly, he had no
destination for the time being, but he knew that he wanted to go a place where

he couldnt see the inhabitants of that world . However, before he could even
start looking for a place, he saw several figures flying and fastly approaching

Leon . Those were the people Leon felt the presences…

Tsk… I will have to be a little violent .
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Chapter 200: 200

Three figures were chasing Leon and rapidly approaching, he had to get rid of
them without killing, or in the future, he would have an even harder time .
Leon used Ice Bullets to buy some time, but those three easily dodged dozens
of bullets Leon used . Their flying speed wasn't just high; they were also
quite skillful .

However, that didn't bother Leon . He bought enough time to create three
steel staffs, being hit by those would hurt, but it was his only option . Leon
fired the staves, but much to his surprise, his weapons slowed down at some
point . He even started to feel that he was losing control over them .

"Telekinesis?! That lizard wasn't joking when he said that I would have a
hard time here . "

It looked like three figures chasing Leon could use Telekinesis, even though
that was very surprising, he didn't let that waver his concentration . Using the
ring of telekinesis, Leon strengthened his control over his staff . That
surprised those three; even though they reacted on time to avoid a direct hit to
their heads, the arms and shoulders got hit… after the Mana Armor covering

their bodies decreased the power of the attack .
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"Oh boy… even Mana Armor . "



Those three slowed down, and it looked like they didn't have all that much
health . Still, Leon could see several other figures coming all over the city
toward his direction . That wasn't good, Leon hurriedly looked to all
directions, but saw nothing but those colossal skyscrapers . Even though he
flew over several kilometers at his top speed, he couldn't see the end of the
city .

"Tch… not good… huh?"

Leon frowned when he saw a big cloud in front of him, he wasn't flying that
high in the sky… then again, he was in another world, so perhaps that place
clouds could appear in low altitudes . However, Leon had to confirm if that

was indeed the case, and since he was in a bad spot, perhaps that was the exit
he was looking for . Leon approached the ground again while he created a
passive steel pillar; he built it rather fast since he didn't have to worry about
the shape . He just focused all his mana and then transformed it into steel, a
thirty meters long, and two meters wide steel pillar appeared, and Leon fired
toward the ground in the middle of an alley . A big impact could be heard

miles away, for a second, Leon thought he had dropped a gigantic bomb in
the city since a massive wave of dust appeared and covered the whole region .
The nearby buildings trembled and even cracked, but Leon paid no mind to
it . Ignoring the dust, Leon approached the place his steel pillar hit, and there
he saw a hole with no end in sight . In fact, Leon still could sense his pillar
falling .
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"I knew it… this city hadn't been built over the ground of this world . The city
has been created way over the sea level… if this planet has sea, that is . "

The hole was quite dark, but it was perfect for Leon to use and escape . He
had no idea why the people didn't build the city above the ground, but he was
pretty sure they wouldn't follow him so easily . Without hesitation, Leon
jumped into the hole .

The tunnel Leon created was one hundred meters deep, thanks to it, he was
kind of surprised that his attack could pierce such a thick layer of ground .
Then again… maybe the density of the ground in that world wasn't like
Earth's .
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"What a pain… comparing everything to Earth is making my head hurts . "

It didn't take long for Leon to understand why the city was built almost in the
skies . When he left the hole, he saw thousands of metallic pillars supporting

that massive gray city above him . The place above looked quite organized
and tidy, but the place below looked like a world destroyed by war . Leon
stopped his free fall because he could see a thick purple mist below him . If
that wasn't poisonous, Leon didn't know what was . In some places, the fog
wasn't that thick, and despite the lack of sunlight, Leon saw the remainings of

a destroyed city . It made him recall of Phoenix after the hydrogen bomb .



"I guess this place also got destroyed by monsters… but the situation here got

far worse . I guess the people of this world used some crazy chemical
weapons to fend off the monsters . "

Now that Leon though about it, he didn't see anything but grey in that city
because he didn't see any vegetation . Well, it was kind of obvious since the
city had been built like that to make the inhabitants stay away from the
poisoned parts of their world . It may rain on that city, but the ground
certainly wouldn't absorb water or sunlight, and thus plants wouldn't grow .

"What crazy world did that lizard summoned me… my rings are here with me,
my magic box too… I guess he didn't invade Amanda's house; he just used
some spell to summon me . "

The dragonnewt was very lazy in his work . He didn't know that Leon also

had the items he lent to Willian . Perhaps he didn't even know that Leon

could create magic items and had several of them… Well, there was also the
chance that he knew, but he didn't care . Either way, it didn't matter; it was a
blessing in disguise .

"I can only hope that I did enough in the last few days and that Amanda and

the others will manage to survive without me . Well, they survived the four
years I was on the island… so I bet they can survive other four without me, I
just hope not to stay here for so long . "

Three figures were chasing Leon and rapidly approaching, he had to get rid of
them without killing, or in the future, he would have an even harder time .
Leon used Ice Bullets to buy some time, but those three easily dodged dozens
of bullets Leon used . Their flying speed wasnt just high; they were also quite
skillful .



However, that didnt bother Leon . He bought enough time to create three steel
staffs, being hit by those would hurt, but it was his only option . Leon fired
the staves, but much to his surprise, his weapons slowed down at some point .
He even started to feel that he was losing control over them .

Telekinesis?! That lizard wasnt joking when he said that I would have a hard
time here .

It looked like three figures chasing Leon could use Telekinesis, even though
that was very surprising, he didnt let that waver his concentration . Using the
ring of telekinesis, Leon strengthened his control over his staff . That
surprised those three; even though they reacted on time to avoid a direct hit to
their heads, the arms and shoulders got hit… after the Mana Armor covering

their bodies decreased the power of the attack .

Oh boy… even Mana Armor .

Those three slowed down, and it looked like they didnt have all that much
health . Still, Leon could see several other figures coming all over the city
toward his direction . That wasnt good, Leon hurriedly looked to all
directions, but saw nothing but those colossal skyscrapers . Even though he
flew over several kilometers at his top speed, he couldnt see the end of the
city .

Tch… not good… huh?

Leon frowned when he saw a big cloud in front of him, he wasnt flying that
high in the sky… then again, he was in another world, so perhaps that place
clouds could appear in low altitudes . However, Leon had to confirm if that



was indeed the case, and since he was in a bad spot, perhaps that was the exit
he was looking for . Leon approached the ground again while he created a
passive steel pillar; he built it rather fast since he didnt have to worry about
the shape . He just focused all his mana and then transformed it into steel, a
thirty meters long, and two meters wide steel pillar appeared, and Leon fired
toward the ground in the middle of an alley . A big impact could be heard

miles away, for a second, Leon thought he had dropped a gigantic bomb in
the city since a massive wave of dust appeared and covered the whole region .
The nearby buildings trembled and even cracked, but Leon paid no mind to
it . Ignoring the dust, Leon approached the place his steel pillar hit, and there
he saw a hole with no end in sight . In fact, Leon still could sense his pillar
falling .

I knew it… this city hadnt been built over the ground of this world . The city
has been created way over the sea level… if this planet has sea, that is .

The hole was quite dark, but it was perfect for Leon to use and escape . He
had no idea why the people didnt build the city above the ground, but he was
pretty sure they wouldnt follow him so easily . Without hesitation, Leon
jumped into the hole .

The tunnel Leon created was one hundred meters deep, thanks to it, he was
kind of surprised that his attack could pierce such a thick layer of ground .
Then again… maybe the density of the ground in that world wasnt like
Earths .

What a pain… comparing everything to Earth is making my head hurts .

It didnt take long for Leon to understand why the city was built almost in the
skies . When he left the hole, he saw thousands of metallic pillars supporting



that massive gray city above him . The place above looked quite organized
and tidy, but the place below looked like a world destroyed by war . Leon
stopped his free fall because he could see a thick purple mist below him . If
that wasnt poisonous, Leon didnt know what was . In some places, the fog
wasnt that thick, and despite the lack of sunlight, Leon saw the remainings of

a destroyed city . It made him recall of Phoenix after the hydrogen bomb .

I guess this place also got destroyed by monsters… but the situation here got
far worse . I guess the people of this world used some crazy chemical
weapons to fend off the monsters .

Now that Leon though about it, he didnt see anything but grey in that city
because he didnt see any vegetation . Well, it was kind of obvious since the
city had been built like that to make the inhabitants stay away from the
poisoned parts of their world . It may rain on that city, but the ground
certainly wouldnt absorb water or sunlight, and thus plants wouldnt grow .

What crazy world did that lizard summoned me… my rings are here with me,
my magic box too… I guess he didnt invade Amandas house; he just used
some spell to summon me .

The dragonnewt was very lazy in his work . He didnt know that Leon also

had the items he lent toWillian . Perhaps he didnt even know that Leon could

create magic items and had several of them…Well, there was also the chance
that he knew, but he didnt care . Either way, it didnt matter; it was a blessing
in disguise .

I can only hope that I did enough in the last few days and that Amanda and
the others will manage to survive without me . Well, they survived the four



years I was on the island… so I bet they can survive other four without me, I
just hope not to stay here for so long .
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